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INTRODUCTION 
In many situations one wishes to compare the means 
of several populations. Frequently, his goal is to 
determine which population is "best", in some well 
defined sense. Traditionally the problem has been 
handled by conducting a test of homogeneity and if the 
null hypothesis is rejected a multiple comparison 
procedure is then used. This approach, considered by 
many, is not the best solution to the problem. The 
formulation of the problem in terms of ordering or 
selection is more rneaningfuJ in most situations. 
The origins of ranking and selection techniques 
are usually traced to Bechhofer (1954). In his formula-
tion of the problem, the experimenter specifies an 
amount o * and a probability P* (that the chosen popula-
tion is best) such that if the difference between the 
'' best" population and another is less that o*, the 
choice of either population will be ''satisfactory". 
The decision rule may also be stated as, in terms of 
the mean, choosing the population with the largest 
(smallest) sample mean. Bechhofer (1954) solved the 
problem of determining the common sample size, n to 
guarantee the probability requirement P*, using the 
2 
indifference zone approach for k normal populations 
with a common known variance. 
A second formulation, subset selection, requires 
that a subset of the k populations be chosen so that 
the subset will contain the best t populations with 
probability greater than or equal to P*. In this case 
the size of the selected subset is a random variable. 
This paper will focus on the area of subset 
selection techniques where we are interested in choos-
ing the best population, in terms of the mean, of 3 
populations distributed normally with equal known 
variances. 
EXISTING PROCEDURES 
Gupta (1965) proposed the following rule for the 
situation where the k populations are distributed 
normally with equal known variances. Choose all 
populations whose sample means are in the closed 
interval between the largest sample mean and dcr/hi 
less than the largest sample mean, where d is a func-
tion of k and P* and is a constant. 
Letting X , X , and X be the sample means of 
1 2 3 
populations 1, 2, and 3 respectively, measured in units 
of a/Ill, then Figure 1 shows the regions corresponding 
to L~e possible decisions for an - arbitrary plane X = 
1 
constant. Using the orthogonal transformation 
yl = 
x1 x2 X3 







xi + x2 X3 
16 /6 16 
the line joining the origin and the point (X ,X ,X ) 
l 1 l 
becomes the Y axis and the plane through the origin and 
1 
paralle 1 to D.1!e plane passing through ( 0, 0, 1) , ( 0, 1, 0) , 
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choose 1&3 
choos 1 
Let Pi be the 
chosen, Pij be the 
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population i is 
populations i and 
that all three 
j 
populations are chosen, for i,j,k = 1,2,3 and i t- j t-' k. 
These probahilities can be calculated, for any configura-
tion of the three population means (µ 1 , µ 2 , and µ 3 ), 
by integrating the trivariate normal distribution with 





exp{-(X 2 + X2 + x 2 )/2} 
< 2 n ln l 2 3 dx 1 dx dx 2 3 
becomes in terms of the transformed coordinates 
00 
exp{-(Y 2 + Y 2 + Y 2 )/2} dy dy dy , (2n>3/i i 2 3 l 2 3 
1 
-oo 
where f 1 and f 2 are functions of Y 3 and c 1 and c 2 are 
constants· _The abov.e integral is equal to 
1 
exp { - ( Y 2 + Y 2 ) I 2 } dy dy , 2n 2 3 2 3 
where c
1 
and c 2 are constants determined by the region, 
~~d f 1 and f 2 are functions of Y3. 
The following approximation, from Abrarnowi tz and 
Steguns (1967), was used to evaluate the integral in 
Y2. 
6 
F (x) == 1 - Z (x) {b t = b t 2 + · • · + b t 5 } + s (x) , 
l 2 5 
where F(x) is a c.d.f., Z(x) is the standard normal p. d.f., 
t = 1 , p = .2316419, b = . 319381530, b = -. 356563782, 
l~px i 2 
b = 1.781477937, b = -1.821255978, b = 1.330274429, 
3 4 5 
and 
The integral in Y was calculated using Romberg integra-
3 
tion. Figure 2 below shows the regions for the various 
decisions along with the limits of integration for those 
regions. 
For example, to calculate P 2 the limits of the 
0 - 2 
integral in Y 3 are from tan ( 30 ) Y 2 + 16a to 00 .. The 
limits on Y 2 are from -oo to (Y 3 - Jsa> /tan ( 30°) when 
















Suppose l1 3 > l1 2 > µ 1 , then the probability of 
correct selection, PCS, is given by P + P + P + p • 
3 13 23 123 
It is clear that the PCS is minimized when the projec-
tion of the point (µ ,µ ,µ ) is at Y = Y = 0. The 
1 2 3 2 3 







In their text, Gupta and Panchepakesan (1979) 
have made the necessary changes in theory to apply to 
situations in which the samples from each population 
are unequal and/or the common variance is unknown. 
A NEW SUBSET SELECTION PROCEDURE 
Somerville (1981) proposed a modification to 
Gupta's procedure. That is, replace the hexagon in 
Figure 2 with a circle. Figure 3 below shows the 
regions for the possible decisions along with the 
limits of integration for those regions. 
9 
choose 2 
y 3 = tan ( 3 a 0 ) • 
IT R (Y2 + ~R) + 
2 
choose 2&3 





choose 1 , 2 , & 3 







The value of R can be defined as the value for 
which P* = P3 + P13 + P23 + P123 when µ3 ~ µ2 ~ µ1 






) is projected on the plane Y
1
=0 at 
Values of R for P* = .50, .75, .90, .95, 
and .99 are .4409, 1.1039, 1.6909, 2.0410, and 2.7055 
respectively. 
In the transformed space the rule can be stated 
as follows: select all three populations if Y 2 + Y 2 < 
2 3 
R 2 , otherwise select populations according to Figure 3. 
The latter part of the rule is equivalent to selecting 






























x2 + x2 + x2 = y2 + y2 + y2 
l 2 3 l 2 3 
Y2 = (EX) 2 /3 
1 
y 2 + y 2 = rx 2 - (EX) 2 /3. 
2 3 
The rule may then be stated as follows: select all 
three populations if IX 2 - (EX) 2 /3 < R2 , otherwise 
select those whose sample means are in the interval 
rnax(X ,X ,X ) - d* to max(X ,X ,X ) , where d* = 16R/2. 
l 2 3 l 2 3 
In the usual statistical notation we would choose all 
12 
R202 
three populations if LTf - {LTi) 2 /3 < I1 (i.e. the 
Rb 2 
sums o .f squares for treatments < -) otherwise choose 
n 
those populations in the interval max(T ,T ,T ) ;,. "." 
1 ! 3 
d*cr/v'n to max (T ,T ,T ) , where Ti represents the 
1 2 3 
sample totals. 
PROPERTIES OF THE NEW PROCEDURE 
The most "efficient" subset selection procedure is 
the one which has the characteristic of producing the 
subset with the smallest expected size. Table 1 
compares the expected proportion of populations in the 
selected subset for both of the above procedures for 
various configurations of µ 3 ~ µ 2 ~ l1 1 • It may be noted 
that the new procedure produces a smaller expected sub-
set size than Gupta's in all instances where calcula-
tions have been made. 
Table 2 compares the two procedures using the loss 
function, which sums the products of the probability 
of choosing the incorrect subsets with the difference 
between the "best" (largest) population mean and the 
average of the population means included in the selected 
subset, 
L = p 2 (µ 3 - µ 2) + p 1 ( µ 3 1-\) + p 1 2 
( µ 3 l-12 + µ) p 2 3 ( µ 3 l-'2 + l-13 - + - ) + 2 2 
pl 3 {µ3 
l11 + l13 p123<l13 
l13 + l12 ± l11 
-
) + - ) . 2 3 
The new procedure exhibits superior qualities for most 
13 
14 
configurations of the means. 
Table 3 compares the values of PCS for the two 
procedures. Gupta's procedure produces a larger PCS 
than the new procedure, nevertheless, the P* require-
ment is met by both procedures. The Appendix contains 
the programs used to calculate these values. 
In order to fully investigate the two procedures , 
configurations of the three population means where 
µ 3 ~ µ 2 ~ µ 1 only were considered since it is not 
important which mean we specify as largest, second 
largest, and third largest. Figure 4 below shows the 
region in the Y2 ,Y 3 plane where µ 3 ~ µ 2 2 µ 1 • A point 
anywhere in the unshaded region in the Y2 ,Y 3 plane 
corresponds to one of t~e other _five permutations of 
t.~e population means. 
15 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Suppose random samples from three populations gave 
the following results and we wish to choose the popula-
tion with the largest mean with probability equal to .95. 
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 
58 73 53 
32 70 74 
59 68 72 
64 71 62 
55 60 58 
49 62 61 
x 52:833 67:333 63:-3°33 
s 11.339 5.203 8.140 
Assuming the variances of the three populations 
are equal, the estimate of the standard deviation is 
8.600. In units of cr//Il the sample means are 15.048, 
19.178, and 18.039 respectively. The numerator of the 
variance of these numbers is 9.100 which is not less 
2 2 than R = 2.0410 . Thus, we will not choose all three 
but those whose sample means in uni ts of a /./ii differ 
from the largest by no more than 16 R/2 = 2.500. The 
populations Condition 2 and Condition 3 are selected. 
19 
CONCLUSIONS 
A new procedure for choosing the best of three 
populations with a common known variance has been 
proposed. Comparisons have been made with Gupta's and 
using the criteria of smallest expected subset size the 
new procedure is more efficient. Other measures of 
evaluating the two procedures have shown one is better 
than the other in some configurations of the population 
means and vice versa. 
20 
APPENDIX 
The following programs were used to evaluate Gupta's 
and Somerville's subset selection procedures. The 
programs as shown pertain to Somerville's procedure, 
modifications to the limits of integration were made in 
order to evaluate Gupta's procedure. Program 1 cal-
culates the value of R (d for Gupta's procedure). 
Program 2 calculates the value of the integrated 
bivariate normal distribution over the desired regions 




c * * 
c * This Pro9ra~ calculates the value of R for * 
c * Dr. So~erville's subset selection Procedure * 
c * using Ro~ber9 integration. The following * 
c * f' r o c e d 1.1 res we re w r i t ten b ':I Ken f': ode 11 an n a ind * 
c * Bert Culf'ePPer. * 






DOUBLE PRECISION M2,M3rG,P123r 
T<20)tA•B•DELTAX,TKHNS1,INT123• 
PROBtUPPER,LOWER,MIDDLE, 












IF<PROB.EG •• 99) stop 
IFCPROB.E0 •• 95) PROB=.99 
IF<PRoe.EQ •• 90) PROB=.95 
if(Prob.ea •• 75) Prob=.90 










LOWER=t1 I I•DLE 
ELSE 
U F' F' ER= t11 DD LE 
END IF 
sroto JO 
35 WRITE<B•2000> PROB,GrMIDF 
GOTO 20 
2000 FORHATC10X,'PROB = 'rf3.2r5Xr'G = 'rD20.10r10Xr'HIDOLEF s'rD21.10) 
END 





c * * 
c * This subroutine ~erforas Romber~ inte~ra- * 
c * tion alons with the follo~in~ subroutine. * 
c • * 
c *************************************************** 
c 











I1 E L T AX = .B-A 
T<l>=DELTAX/2.*<ZCA>-ZtB>> 
T<2>=0. 













[1Q 10 L=lrHIGHL 
CALL CALCTL < L> 
10 CONTINUE 
IF<DABS<TCHIGHL>-LASTTL>.GE.E> GOTO 5 
INT123=T<HIGHL> 
RETURN 
1000 FORMAT<' ERROR TOO MANY REPETITIONS',/• 












40 if (X.se.B> ~oto 41 

















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION 2CY> 
c ************************************************* 
c * * 
c * This subroutine contain~ the eau~tion of * 
c * normal di•tribution. * 













DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FCX> 










DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FF<X> 
c *********************************************** 
c: * • 
c * Thi5 subroutin• contains •n •~~roxi••- * 
c • tion for the ncr~al distribution. * 
c ' * 
c *********************************************** 
c 












c * * 
c * The fcllcwin~ four 5ubroutines 5~ecit~ the * 
c * li~its of intesration. * 
c * * 
c *************************************************** 
DOU~lE P~ECISION FUNCTION LYCWHICH2> 
DOUBLE P~ECISION T<20>•A•B•DELTAX•TKMNSl•K2•HltG 
INTEGER WHICHrWHICH2 
COMMON T,A,~,DELTAX,TKMNSl•H2rH3tGtWHICH 




IF<<M2-S •• GE.SGRT<6.>IJ.•G>.OR.<H3+S •• LE.SORT<6.>13.•-G> 









IF<<M3-5 •• GE.-SQRT<6.>16.•G>.OR.CM2-S •• GE.SQRT<2.>12.•G>.OR. 




















IF<<H3-5 •• GE.-SG~TC6.>16.•G>.OR.CM2-5 •• GE.O.>.OR. 
1CK2+S •• LE.-SQRTC2,)/2.•G>> WHICH=-1 
RETURN 
END 
DOU~LE P~ECISION FUNCTION HY<WHICH2> 
DOUBLE PRECISION T<20>•A•&tDELTAXtTKHNSlrGrM2rMJ 
INTEGER WHICH,WHICH2 
COMMON TtA•~tDELTAXrTKHNSltH2tM3tG•WHICH 
















HY s M3t5. 
RETURN 
600 CONTINUE 
HY : tt3+5. 
F:ETUF\N 
700 CONTINUE 






DOU~LE ~RECISION FUNCTION LX(Y) 
DOU&LE PRECISION T<20>•A•i•DELTAXrTKHNS1rH2•MJrGrY 
INTEGER WHICH 
COMMON TrA•BrDELTAX•TKHNS1•"2,MJ,G,WHICH 
GOTO c100.200.Joo.~oo,soo.600r700.BOO> WHICH 
100 CONT I NU 1E 
LXc-SQRT<<SQRTC6.)/J.•G>••2-r••2> 
LX c "AXCLXr"2-5.> 
RETURN 
200 CONTI NU£ 
LX:SQRT<3.>•<Y-8QRT<6.)/3.•G> 
IF<Y.LT.SQRT<6.>13.•G> LXcSQRT<CSQRT<6,)/3.*G>**2-Yl*2> 
LX • MAXCLXt"2-~.) 
RETURN 







IF<Y.LT.-SQRT<6.)/6 •• G> LX=SQRTC2.>12.*G 
LX • "AXCLXtM2-~.> 
RETURN 
50,0 CONTINUE 




LX = HAXCH2-s.,-SQRT(J.>•<YtSQRT<6.l/3.•G>> 
RETURN 
700 CONTINUE 
LX • MAXCH2-S.,-SQRT<3.>•<Y-SQRT<6.)/3.*G>> 
RETURN 




DOU~LE PRECJSlON FUNCTION HX<Y> 
DOUBLE ~RECISIDN T<20>•A•BrDELTAXrTKHNS1r~2,HJrG,Y 
INTEGER WHICH 
COHMON T•A•i•DELTAX,TKMNSl1H2•M31GrWHICH 
GOTO ClOOr200r300r400rSOOr600r7001SOO> WHICH 
100 CONTINUE 





HX c MIN<HXr~2+5.> 
RETURN 
300 CONTINUE 
HX=HIN<K2+s •• sDRT<2.)/2.•G> 
RETUF<N 
























c * * c * This ~rosra~ calulates the area under the * 
c * bivariate normal distribution over the ~PPro- * 
c t Priate resions for Dr. SoMerville's subset * 
c * selection Procedure. The followins ~rocedures * 
c * were written b~ Ken Rode~ann and Bert CulPe~Pe~. * 












o w:- e n ( 8 , f i l e == ' t a b s c 3 • t ~< t ' , s t a t u s = ' r1 e w ' , a c c e s s ::: ' s e a •J e rt t i ~ 1 ' ' 
1 fora='for•atted',recl=132> 
do 101 i=1r5 















ER=Plt2.*<P2tP13+P123>+1.5*P12 + 2.5*P23 + J.*P3 
ES=P1+P2+P3+2.*CP12+P13+P23>+3.•Pl23 
LOSS=CX3-Xl>*Pl+CX3-X2>*P2+<X3-CX1tX2)/2.>*P12+CX3-<X3+X1)/2.>tP13 

















2000 FORHAT<I•' Gs '•D15.8•' D = - ',D1S.S 
1 /r' ER= 'rD1J,5r' ES= 'rD1315•' LOSS= '•DlJ.~, 
1 , f' 1 2 3 = I ' D 1 3 • 5 , , F· c s = ' • {I 1 3 • 5 , ' p T 0 T AL = I • I• 1 3 • s ) . 
3000 FORMAT<' X1 c '•DlJ,J,' X2 = '•Dl3.Jr' XJ = 'rD13.3> 
ENI• 
DOU~LE PRECISION FUNCTION INT123<WHICH> 

















CALL CALCTL< 1) 









T< HIG·HL> 11 0. 
00 10 L•lrHIGHL 
CALL CALCTL<L> 
10 CONTINUE 
IF<DABSCT<HIGHL>-LASTTL>.GE.E> GOTO 5 
INT1:2JsT<HIGHL> 
RETURN 
1000 FO~MAT(' ERROR TOO MANY REPETITIONS',/• 





DOUBLE PRECISION T<20>tAtlr~ELTAXtTKHNS1tZtSUH1XrTEKPtK2•"3•1<5> 
COMMON TrA•B,DELTAX,TKHNS1r"2tH3tGrWHIChti 




















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Z<Y> 







DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F<X> 










DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION. FFCX> 









DOU~LE PRECISION FUNCTION LY<WHICH2> 
DOUBLE PRECISION TC20)1A1i•DELTAX1TKKHSl1H2t"3••<5> 
INTEGER WHJCHtWHICH2 
COHMON TrArBtDELTAXrTK"NS1•"2•H3•G•MHIChri 




JFC<"2-5 •• GE.SQRTC6,)/3,*•<i>>.OR.C"3+5 •• LE,SQRT<6,)/3.•-•<1J) 












lf((M3-S •• GE.-SQRT<6.)/6 •• s<i>>.OR.<H2-S •• GE.SQRT<2.>12.•s<i>>.OR. 
















IF<H3+S •• LE.SQRTC6.)/3,*•Ci)) WHICH=-1 
RETURN 
. eoo . CONTINUE 
LY=t13-5. 
IF<<MJ-s •• GE.-SQ~T<6.)/6.•~<i>>.OR.<M2-5 •• GE.o.>.OR. 
1(H2+S •• LE.-SQRTC2.)/2.•s<i>>> WHICH=-1 
RETUR:N 
ENl• 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION HY<WHICH2> 
DOUBLE PRECISION T<20>•A•B•D£LTAXrTK"NS1tG<5>rH2rH3 
INTEGER WHICHrWHICH2 . 
COHHON TrArBrDELTAXrTK~NSl•M2rH3,G,WHIChri 
GOTO (100r200r300t~OOr500r600r700r800) WHICH 
100 CONTINUE 
HY•SQRT<6.)/3.••<i> 








"400 CONTJ NUE 
HY•H3+5. 
RETURN 
!500 CONTI HUE 
HY • "3+5. 
RETURN 
600 CONTINUE 










DOU~LE ~REClSION FUNCllON LX<Y> 
DOU~LE PRECISION T<20>rAr~rDELTAXrTKHNS1rH2rHJrG<S>rY 
INTEGER WHICH . 
COHHON TrAr~r~ELTAXrTKHNS1rH2rHJrGrWHIChri 
GOTO <l001200r300r400rSOOr6001700r800> WHICH 
100 CONTINUE 
LXz-SQRT<<SQRT<6.)/3.*•<i>>**2-Y**2> 















LX c "AXCLXr"2-5.> 
RETURN 
500 CONTINUE 
LX • "2-~. 
RETU,F.:N 
600 CONTINUE 
LX c "AX<"2-S.,-SQRT<3.>•<Y+SDRT<6.>ll.*•<i>>> 
RETURN 
700 CONTINUE 






DOU~LE PRECISION FUNCTION HX<Y> 
DOUBLE PRECISION T<20>rAri•DELTAX,TKHNS1rH2rH3r•<5>tY 
INTEGER WHICH 
COMHON TtA,&1DELTAX,TKHNS1,M2tH3rGrWHICh,i 
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